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Innovation Without Reservation
Discover the INNCOM Advantage
From select service facilities to luxury resorts, hotels worldwide rely on INNCOM guestroom 

solutions from Honeywell to help create superb guest experiences – the kind that cultivate loyalty, 

recommendations, and return visits. 

Yet as our customers can attest, smarter comfort should also go hand in hand with smarter systems. 

That’s why INNCOM solutions seamlessly automate comfort for guests along with savings for 

hoteliers in more than 1.5 million hotel rooms.

DELIGHT IN EFFICIENCY AT ANY SCALE

To profitably deliver quality service day in and day out, at low capacity or full, you need smart, 

responsive systems and controls that optimize both your guest’s comfort and your own  

operational efficiency.  

Whether you’re seeking basic standalone controls for comfort and energy savings, or sophisticated 

property-wide integration to optimize guestroom management and energy control,  our versatile 

INNCOM systems are highly modular and scalable – ensuring we can tailor a solution that fits your 

needs today, and tomorrow.



GUEST CENTRIC

A remarkable guest experience starts with a comfortable environment. 

When a room’s temperature is right, guests hardly notice – they simply 

enjoy their stay. Yet if the temperature grows unpleasant and your guest 

can’t readily fix it, then sleepless nights and complaints follow. 

Your guests’ comfort is as important to us as it is to you – which is why our 

INNCOM guestroom systems can automatically set optimal temperature 

and even lighting  upon guest arrival, ensuring your guests are always 

greeted with delightful welcome scenes and moods.

BEYOND COMFORT

Memorable guest experiences may begin with comfort – but they don’t end 

there. From convenient notifications that discreetly notify staff of “Privacy” 

and “Make Up Room” requests, to smart controls for comfort, lighting, 

drapes, and more, Honeywell’s versatile INNCOM systems help you design 

exquisite experiences uniquely tailored to your property.

 

IMPECCABLE DESIGN

From elegant or modern, to cosmopolitan, trendy, and fun, INNCOM 

guestroom controls offer flexible designs and diverse finishes. By blending 

our core palette with your custom designs, we can ensure your controls 

complement your interiors rather than competing with them.  

We help your interior designer bring your vision to life with services and 

software to create bespoke controls, crafted to accent your ambiance while 

ensuring unrivalled Honeywell quality and reliability.

ENERGY SAVINGS

Guestrooms are typically unoccupied more than half the time, so smart 

adjustments to temperature can drive substantial savings. In fact, using 

integrated motion- and door-sensors to detect when a room is empty, 

INNCOM controls have been proven to reduce energy costs by 25–35%.

And that’s just one example of intelligent Honeywell automation that 

improves your guest’s comfort along with your profitability.

Integrated 
Hospitality
For the most efficient operations, 

the smartest savings, and 

the most sophisticated guest 

experiences, take connected 

hospitality property-wide. 

By integrating each guestroom 

into a centrally controlled network 

over the INNCOM Deep Mesh 

Network and managed by the 

INNcontrol 3 system, you can 

respond faster to requests and 

issues, adapt your operations 

more nimbly, and monitor status 

for every room in real time. 

You also gain more granular 

control of energy use and can 

offer a wider array of services. 

Honeywell makes integration 

easy to implement, easy to use, 

and easy to expand. INNcontrol 

3 and the Deep Mesh Network 

connect each room for real-

time control and support an 

extensive range of third-party 

technologies via our FastPack 

API . In fact, more hospitality 

providers integrate with INNCOM 

than any other guestroom-

control system in the world



 

Be Our Guest 
Honeywell is here to support 

your success. Whether you’re 

planning to do a little or a lot, our 

experts are on hand to help you 

craft exquisite guest experiences, 

room by room or property-wide. 

From helping you perfect your 

designs to engineering ingenious 

automation:  We’re at your service.

E-SERIES AND EVORA CONTROLS 

Intuitive controls for temperature, lighting, drapery, and 

amenities – plus world-class energy savings.

E-Series thermostats can operate virtually any hotel 

HVAC system, and are the cornerstone of smarter 

energy savings. They can be configured as standalone 

devices to optimize each room, or integrated into a powerful, centrally 

controlled energy-management system.

EVORA switches support nearly unlimited combinations of functions, 

controlling local or multiple scenes from a single key pad. You also have 

extensive options for load control, wired and wireless networking, energy 

management, and third-party integration. 

 

MODEVA CONTROLS

Add elegance and intelligence to any interior with 

custom MODEVA switches.

The modern glass styling of MODEVA is your designer’s 

canvas:  Enhance the glass with any array of colors 

and patterns paired with intuitive icons, text, and a 

capacitive touch key pad to ensure guests see your 

room in a whole new light.

 

THE ELEMENTS COLLECTION

The Elements collection is a revolutionary range of stylish controls and 

wiring devices. Innovative, iconic, inspiring. The MK Elements collection 

is the fusion of design and quality, combining touch-control switches and 

dimmers with wood, leather, and 

stone inspired materials – classic 

complements to any interior.  
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